



Example Table – Log Info Table for Event 1

















Log Top Log Bottom
1861
1858
2 in. & 5 in. =
100 ft.







Log Datum Elev Adjustment
Select Tables for Download
Printer Friendly
Well List
Yeah, but first we need to review the code book.
No way, dude! The PDMS Help offers extensive and 
detailed explanations of every mysterious term. Also, all 
sorts of PDMS navigation secrets and methods for data  
mining are provided.
Calm down, Ace. The Search Menu offers countless ways to locate your target. The search 
parameters work in combination, so you can search for all wells reaching a specific 
formation, in a specific county, drilled by a specific operator - or choose your own recipe.
We’re not going to get the information we need 
without finding a way to sift through all that data.
I’m feeling a bit odd.
Follow me. You’ll feel better 
knowing all the data fields 
waiting for you in the PDMS!
zzzt.  .. The PDMS structure for well data is actually quite simple.
Bleep. Zarrk:
A well’s history is divided into a series of “Events.”In the well represented on 
the right, for example:
Event 1 - the well was drilled and completed as a dry hole in 1949;
Event 2 - it was reopened as a water supply well in 1966;
Event 3 - in 1982 it was deepened and converted to a water injection well;
Event 4 - in 1997 it was completed as an oil well.
The Event Header (one for each Event) contains summary 
information such as Operator, Lease Name, Total Depth . . .
The remaining information for each Event is located 
in one or more linked subtables. Subtables 
containing data are indicated by .red labels
Click the blue Event Number









Well Record Tables Well Record Tables
Map Viewer* Map Viewer*




There’s no place like home... H E L P ! ! ! Search Party !
Yeah, and 
check out that 
cool well list!
If you want to use your own 
intergalactic software to process the 
well data, you can download 
everything from the Well Record 
Tables as ASCII text files.
Processing Level indicates 
how much of the potentially 
available data has been 
entered for the well.
Spotting Method reveals the 















  Completion Interval ID
  Completion Interval Top
  Completion Interval Bottom
  Completion Formation












































































































Available Subtables for Each Well Event
Don’t strain your 
eyes trying to 
read this !
It’s only here to 
show the general 
layout of the 
report.
Second panel and it’s already time for action!
Just the facts, Sir! Why 





Clicking the blue 
 opens a 
Main Well Record.
ID number
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